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Rd 17 Men’s Results

Women’s Semi Final
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B Grade
Golden Grove
Broadview

Support our Women’s and Girls’ teams as
they attempt to reach the Grand Final!

C Grade
Golden Grove
Flinders Uni

27

25
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4

4

28

Flinders Uni

Sunday 12 August
@ Harper’s Field
Div 4 Women’s - Preliminary Final - versus
West Croydon at 11.30am

D Grade
Golden Grove

Women’s / Girls’ Finals

33

19

217

0

2

2

@ Para Hills
Under 12 Girls - Preliminary Final - versus
Tea Tree Gully at 9:00am

Under 18s - Bye
Under 14 Girls - Preliminary Final - versus
Gepps Cross at 10:10am
Under 16 Girls - Preliminary Final - versus
Tea Tree Gully at 11:30pm
Schnitty night: Saturday 11 August
$10 Schnitty night at the Clubrooms this
weekend with extra $2 for parmy!

Wishing all teams the very best and hope to
see as many supporters as we can out to
cheer them all on.

Under 8 White
This week we made the trip out to Eastern Park, for a late 10:10am
game. We were greeted by gale force winds, but this just gave our
young, learning footy players another opportunity to take on some
more aspects of the game.
The kids were given some clear instructions on how to move the
ball when going against the wind and the differences to how we
want to when against it. It was a quick crash course, all in the space
of 30 seconds, but I think it sunk in pretty well!
Captain Brodie took the honours in the middle. I felt we had missed
a bit of his speed in his absence last week and was glad to have
him back in the team.
As expected, he opened his game strongly. Starting in the centre, he found himself galloping out of the middle a few
times. Later in the game, when thrown into attack, he signed off with one of his signature run and carry goals (and
of course, booming smile)!
Kicking against the wind in that first quarter was always going to be a challenge, however, I thought our 1st and 3rd
quarters against the wind were stronger than our oppositions quarters against the wind. We had many advances
into our forward line, but the weather proved too difficult to traverse. There was some great work to move us forward from the likes of Owen, Tom and Cailan.
Our fortunes changed the moment we were going with the elements. We picked up immediate goals in a great quarter for us and kept our opponent quiet. Getting us underway was a brilliant run and goal from Owen, closely followed up by a similar from Thomas! Tom celebrating his work in style! The ruck work from Cooper and Zane helping
us control the footy for the quarter.
The few times Eastern Park did enter their forward line we had cracking defensive marks being held by Levi. Levi in
particular, playing one of his standout matches of the year! He was playing in front, as demanded, and was well
supported by the running rebound supplied by Kale and Brodie. We were strong at the contest as well. Strong but
fair. Some great body clashes, where the Eastern Park player was usually the last to get back up.
Come the 3rd and we were looking for our next defender to really step up and this time around it was Dakota plucking the big intercept marks. Hunter was looking lively in the middle and was almost out of congestion a couple of
times, when he was pick-pocketed by an Eastern Park player..... Ryan made a fantastic run to goal, but just slipped
it off the inside of the left boot for a behind. The mids and backs were kept busy and did well. It provided some of
our developing players a chance to be dropped in the deep end and hold up the fort. It meant we had a few "A"
graders sitting in a quiet forward line, but we improve quicker by being thrust into it! A better coach, on another day,
may have shifted the magnets around to get some more support!
In the last, we controlled the ball again. Cailan repelling anything going into their forward line and marshaling the
troops. Caleb and Kale running through the midfield and getting their hands on it. But it was the special work from
Nash, that was a highlight in the middle. Several times he picked up the footy cleanly and gave us forward entries.
Tom also industrious. This is when Captain Brodie got on the end of one and it was great to see Dakota with a
clean set of hands, this time picking up the footy at her feet and expertly running into the open goal!
Well done Burras!

Under 8 Gold
Friday night was a hard fought out football match against TTG. Both teams walked away from the game stating,
“what a match.” The coach asked our team at quarter time to make sure they hold on to the ball and not to let the
opposition team out wrestle them. They listened to their coach and came away with the win. A good intro into U9!
Some stand out moments included: Mitchell Weaving fighting hard for the ball and scoring 3 strong goals, Ethan
Dempsey out-running his opponent. Noah Archer wrestling hard to keep the ball in his hands. Eli Peterson’s
strength crashing the pack that resulted in a goal. Noah Hunter sliding in and coming up with a ground ball, Brady
Borgas’ last quarter as he dominated the middle. Declan Kells leading by example all over the ground. Henry’s talk
in the forward line and when he is given the ball it often results in a goal. Reuben Slater running hard and always
involved in the play, scoring 3 goals for his team. Ethan Heyne kicking well to his team mates. A great game!
Goals: Reuben Slater 3, Mitc hell Weaving 3, Henry Brow n 2:1, Eli Peterson 1, Dane Braunac k 1, Noah
Hunter1, Cooper Payne 1 point, Ethan Heyne 1 point, Brady Borgas 1 point

Under 9 Blue
Round 13 saw U9 Blue return to Harpers Field to play Hope Valley under lights. We again welcomed strong numbers with only Sam unavailable to play, our captains for the night were Harry and Jayden. Wintery conditions returned however it was pleasing to see that the rain held off. The pre-game warmup was completed with good enthusiasm and the boys seemed ready for the game.
After a last minute chat and words of encouragement the boys took to the field and headed to their positions. The
first few minutes of the game were rather tight with the ball spending most of the time in the middle of the ground. In
the middle, Brady, Jackson and Lochy started well with all involved in a number of tackles or pressure acts. In defence, Ryan started the game very well taking two good marks early, Jamison and Austyn were playing tight defensive football ensuring their players had to earn any possession. Down the other end of the ground, Cameron started well taking a strong mark and Harry was creating great pressure to ensure the ball stayed in the area. The siren
sounded to end what was a tight and low scoring quarter.
After the break, the changes were made to the team and the boys were ready to recommence. In the middle Jackson was again busy and was great to see Louis and Blake involved in a number of plays to win possession of the
ball. After a rest in the first quarter, Patrick came out with a lot of energy and was very busy in the forward line. Jacob and Brandon ensured the ball retained in the area with a number of strong tackles. Whilst in defence, Ryan
continued on his good form from the first quarter whilst Jayden was able to move the ball with a number of strong
runs from defence. The siren indicated after a very tough and tight battle that the first half was completed.
The halftime break gave all an opportunity to have a drink, highlight some great team work from the first half as well
as remind the boys of the pregame areas of focus. The 3rd quarter commenced well with the boys in the middle
able to move the ball forward a number of times, a couple of highlights were an impressive ruck tap from Harry and
a strong gather from Patrick. Winning the ball early ensured the boys in the forward line had a number of opportunities with Kadin and Jayden both able not kick nice goals. Ryan took another strong mark and Jamison was unlucky
not to be paid a mark after a strong lead. The longer the quarter went the more of the ball we were winning, across
the ground a series of strong tackles were laid by Jacob, Blake and Lochy. The siren sounded to end the third quarter, the boys came together to have a quick drink and get ready for the last quarter.
The message at three-quarter time was to ensure that we continued to be first to the ball, that the ball was moved
with pace and to enjoy our last quarter under lights for the season. Final rotations were made and the boys went out
to their positions. The quarter commenced with some good footy played by both teams. In the middle, some nice
play from Harry and Cameron saw us move the ball forward where Patrick was unlucky not to score a goal. Some
great pressure by the boys in the forward line made it difficult for Hope Valley to move the ball out. In defence,
Blake certainly looked at home saving a certain goal and applying some great pressure to the Hope Valley forwards. In the forward line, Kadin showed great endeavour to win the ball.
The siren sounded to bring an end to the game, we congratulated the other team for a great game and then sang
the club song. We played a team that was not only well skilled but well drilled, we again highlighted that we have
the ability to play great team footy however we need to remember to stick to our team structures and not to make
the job harder than what it should be.
Lastly, I would again like thank all the parents that helped with the game and also came out to support the boys.
Next week we are on the road to face Athelstone. GO BURRAS!
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